1. **PAGE 5**, DTG 050333Z Jan 67, **III MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 4**, OPERATION SEINE will commence operations on 5 Jan 67
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8. **CG,III,MAF** MSG 130333Z Jan 67, **III MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 12**, period 130001H to 132400H Jan 67 OPERATION SEINE

9. **CG,III,MAF** MSG 140333Z Jan 67, **III MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 13**, period 13 Jan 67, OPERATION SEINE

10. **PAGE 5**, DTG NOT LISTED **OPERATION SEINE TERMINATED OPERATIONS AT 141800H JAN 67**

(1)
DECLASSIFIED

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380

CA III MAF N57 SUM-11
05-03332

4TH MAR WITH 2 INF BN, 1 26TH MAR PA
REINFORCED AND 3/26TH MAR (REINF) CONT SEARCH IN THUA THIEN PROV WITH
LIGHT CONTACT, AT 013913Z CO K/3/25 OBOY 26 VC VIC (X052973)
AND CALLED IN ARTY, WHILE SEARCHING AREA OBOY 16 VC VIC (X0518293),
FIRED SA AND SEARCHED AREA WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 041713Z CO K/3/26
VIC (X0529274) FOUND 1 VC KIA (CONF). 

A) CUM RESULTS: USMC
ENEMY
4 KIA
162 KIA (CONF)
84 WIA
239 KIA (CONF)
5 PNG V/C
5 V/C, BCP
28 IMMEDIATE KILLS
42 WIA

C) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 33
D) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE
E) CUM NGF: NONE
F) CUM ARTY:
G) MISSIONS: 1,789
H) AMMO EXPENDED: 18,974
I) OPN: SEINE JAN 5 JAN 20 BDE HOKING WILL COMMENCE

PAGE SIX

RUMAF 322 3 E C R E T
3 BN SED OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV IN ENTIRE BDE TAOR. TROOPS WILL
BE LIFTED INTO OPERATING AREA EVERY DAY AT 0700 H AND LIFTED OUT
EACH NIGHT AT 1700 H. HEL MSBS WILL BE FRIED EVERY NIGHT FROM 2200 TO 0500 AND LBP MSBS WILL BE FIRED EACH MORNING FROM 0500-0600.
DURATION OF OP WILL BE ABOUT 10 DAYS. CENTER OF OP VIC (GS6499).

BY SPECIAL OPS
(A) STING RAY OPS
(1) STING RAY 1 MD-214
(2) COMMENCE
(3) AT 0830
(4) 1 FSR/IN 4 JAN/AMTRAC
(5) TD: NONE
(6) STING RAY 1 MD-211
(7) TERMINATE
(8) 0000
(9) STING RAY 1 MD-213
(10) 0000
(11) COMMENCE
G) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 33
H) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE
I) CUM MSF: NONE
J) CUM ARMY:
K) MISSIONS: 462
L) AMMEX EXPENDED: 11,779
M) OP LINCOLN:
A) NAME: LINCOLN
B) TACTICAL COMMANDER: 2/5TH MAR
C) USMC UNITS: 2/5 (-) CREINF (CO'S F&G) DET 1ST SP, DET 1ST ENGR. BTRY E 2/11, 2 SECTION 107MM MORT
D) ARMY UNITS: NONE
E) OTHER UNITS: NONE
F) ENEMY SITUATION: VC LOCALE FORCE UNITS IN AREA.
G) AREA OF OPERATIONS: SEE PARA L
H) DIG INIT: 05/13/69
I) DIG TERM: CONT
J) TYPE: SBD
K) PURPOSE: SEARCH OUT AND DESTROY ENEMY PERSONNEL

PAGE SIX RUNOFF 391 SECRET
AND SUPPLIES:
A) AT 050530H 2D BN 5TH MARINES (-)
B) CREINF BEGAN S&G OP IN QUANG NAM PROV WITH NO CONTACT DURING PD.
C) AREA OF OP IS BOUNDED BY LINE RUN FROM VIC AT (AT944), SOUTHWEST TO VIC AT (AT941), SOUTH TO VIC AT (AT947), WEST TO VIC AT (AT940).
D) DURATION OF OP TO BE ABOUT 4 DAYS.
E) RESULTS: USMC NONE ENEMY: NONE
F) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE
G) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE
H) CUM MSF: NONE
I) CUM NGF: NONE
J) CUM ARMY: NONE
K) OP STENE:
A) TAC COMMANDER: 2D BDE ROKMC
B) USMC UNITS: NONE
C) ARMY UNITS: NONE
D) OTHER UNITS: 2D BDE ROKMC
E) ENEMY SITUATION: VC LOCAL FORCE UNITS IN AREA.
F) AREA OF OPERATIONS: 2D BDE ROKMC TAOR
G) DIG INIT: 05/20/69
SECRET

FROM: RUCIHOA
TO: BNOCTA

DATE: 0600Z JAN 07

1 Type: S-D

2 Purpose: SEARCH OUT AND DESTROY ENEMY PERSONNEL

3 AT 0510Z 2D BDE RPMC COMMENCED S-D OP

ON BNGS RPMC FROG WITH LIGHT CONTACT DURING FD. AT 051020H 11TH

PAGE TWO RPHMF 392 SECRET

2 VC (BO573873) RECO SA FIRE FROM UNK NUMBER OF VC, RND SA, NW

AND SEARCHED AREA, 5 VC KIA (CONF), 1 PAVN, 1 SOVIET RIFLE CPTD.

3 RECO SA FIRE FROM UNK NUMBER OF VC,

4 VC KIA (CONF), 1 PAVN, 1 SOVIET RIFLE CPTD.

5 IN 6TH BATT NAIVC (BO508949) OBSERVED FIRE AT UNK

NUMBER OF VC, 1 VC KIA (CONF), 2 HAND GRENS AND 30 RDS SA AMMO CPTD.

6 CUM RESULTS: KIA: 10 ENEMY: 9 KIA (CONF),

7 PAVN, 2 WPN.

8 CUM RELO SURVIVORS: NONE

9 CUM MDC AIR SURVIVORS: NONE

10 CUM KIA: NONE

11 CUM ARRT: NONE

12 SPECIAL OPS

13 STING OPS

14 STING PAY 1 MD-212

15 TERMINATE

16 AT 0559

17 ADJACENT TRUCK

18 ADJACENT TRUCK

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES NAVAL CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20350

SECRET

07 03 33

DECLASSIFIED

MESSAGE REPRODUCTION FROM
HAWING TO 813-444 (RET. 1:45)

STAFF ORDER 1975

651122H DE 0404-0600

SECRET

07 03 33

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

MESSAGE REPRODUCTION FORM
NAVMC HQ 582-ADH (REV. 12-85)

SECRET SECTION TWO OF FOUR

VIA CPO 080049 DF 082760G 212000G 222000G 232000G

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED

SECRET
SECRET

MESSAGE: REPRODUCED

RE: MV-80001H-0P2460H

OPI SEINE

8 JAN

080001H-0P2460H

AC

AOB AO

AA AD

AX AM

MS MA

PAGE TWO RUNNING 599 SECRET

PAGE THREE RUNNING 599 SECRET

A) 2D D/D ROXMC CONT S & D OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 061345H 6TH CO VIC (BS 673622) REC'D SA FIRE. RTN
D UNK TYPE BOOBY TRAPPED. 1 KIA WIA (MED EVAC). 1 UNK WIA (MED EVAC).

B) CUM RESULTS: ROXMC ENEMY 16 KIA (CONF)
2 WIA
2 DET
1 RETURNEE/VC
2 WPNS

C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 143
D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE
E) CUM NCF: NONE
F) MISSIONS: 4
G) AMMO EXPENDED: 60
H) SPECIAL OPS
DECLASSIFIED

SECRET

FROM: COL. ROBERT M. SMITH  S-3
TO: S-3

DATE: 09/07/79

SUBJECT: SCOUT WITH 1/5/26 OBER MOVEMENT TO FRONT OF POS AND FIRED 1 RD 24 VFC EXPLODED, 1 KIA VIA (MED EVAC). AT 091534H CO K/5/26 SQUAD PLT VFC (YD502900). OBER 5 VC VFC (YD502906).

CALLED ANTY, 2 VC KIA (MED). AT 091100H CO K/5/26 VFC (YD502883). OBER 1 VC VFC (YD502885). FIRED 5A WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 091515H CO E/5/26 VFC (YD509929) FIRED 5A FIRE FROM 2 VC VFC (YD499923), 1 LMG KIA, 1 USMC VIA (MED EVAC).

6) COM RESULTS: USMC
   5 KIA 1 KIA (MED)
   109 VIA 236 KIA (MED)
   48 DET
   5 PM/VG
   9 CIV KIA
   99 INNOCENT CIVS
   42 VPNS

7) COM HEL SORTIES: NONE

8) COM TAC AIR SORTIES: 48

9) COM NFB:
   (1) MISSIONS: 17
   (2) AMMO EXPENDED: 78

PAGE SIX RMBRF 656 SECRET

6) COM ANTY:
   (1) MISSIONS: 252
   (2) AMMO EXPENDED: 846

7) OP LINCOLN:
   (1) 2551 MAN TDM 56-0 OP IN QUIAN NAH PROV AT 091230H WITH NO CONTACT DURING PLT.
   (2) COM RESULTS: USMC
      5 KIA (MED) 1 KIA (MED)
      109 VIA 236 KIA (MED)
      48 DET
      9 PM/VG
      44 VPNS

8) COM HEL SORTIES: 305

9) COM TAC AIR SORTIES: 48

10) COM NFB:
    (1) MISSIONS: 54

DECLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFIED

SECRET

NNWGCZCZB0D8
OTTJANRUCGCTA85308100003SSSSSSRUCiHOA.
ZNYSSSSS
DE RUNHMF6670100901
ZNYSSSSS
O'P1083332JAN67
F4CG111MAF
TO RUHLP/CGFMFAC
INFO RUCiHOA/CMD
RUABQL/CGFMFAC(FNC)
ZEN/CGTHIRD MABOLY
ZEN/CGFIRST MABOLY
ZEN/CGFIRST MABOLY
ZEN/CGFORL0CGDC
RUABQL/CGNINITHMAB
RUMFUAK/CTG79.5
RUABQL/CTG79.2
BT
SECRETSECTION TWO OF FOUR
(A)2DDKE ROAM CONT S-3 OP IC QUANG NGAI VROV WITH
LIGHT CONTACT AT 190729H 7TH CO VIC (BS661996) Reco SA FIRE
FROM 1 VC, RTND SA WITH LINK RESULTS, 1 ROAM VC WIA (MED EVAC), A
491854H 1ST CO VIC (BS666809) Reco SA FIRE, RTND SA AND PURSUED 1
VC KIA (CONF), 500 ROUNDS AT 1500H 9TH CO VIC (BS552806)
PAIRED CEN 2 DET
PAGETWORUNHMF667SECRET
(B) CUM RESULTS: ROAMC
9 WIA
11 KIA (CONF)
2 POW/VC
3 DET
1 RETURNEE/VC
2 WPNS
(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 526
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 4
(E) CUM NGF:
1) MISSION: 12
2) AMMO EXPENDED: 16
(F) CUM ARTY:
1) MISSIONS: 223
2) AMMO EXPENDED: 2,745
B. SPECIAL OPS
1) COUNTY FAIR
2) CTY FR 1-26
3) 001226H/091221H (RAF-UP)
4) NGN CAU CO (GTY1063)
5) ONE PLAT 501 RF CO, 512 RF CO, 5PRIK RF OF, 3/4, (1), SECOND

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380

SECRET

SN AND 20M 044, NEG RESULTS, 2 USMC VIA (MED EVAC), AT 180915Z.
PKL VIC (YD53023) RECO 8 RDS SA FIRE FROM VIC (TD29X25), RND
SA AND SEARCHED AREA WITH NEG RESULTS, 1 USMC KIA, AT 181245Z.
CO 1/3/26 VIC (YD520263) RECO 20 RDS SA FIRE FROM VIC (TD52424),
SEARCHED AREA WITH NEG RESULTS, NO CAS, AT 192035Z (01 M/3/26 3RD
AMB VIC (YD52930) RECO 20 RDS SA FIRE FROM 3 VC, RND SA, M-79
AND ILLUM AREA WITH NEG RESULTS, NO CAS.

C) QM RESULTS: USMC

ENEMY

6 KIA
111 WIA

465 DET
5 P/W/VC
9 CIVIL DEF
99 INNOCENT CIVS
42 WPNs

Q. QM HEL SORTIES: NONE
Q. QM TAC AIR SORTIES: 55
Q. QM NFO:
(1) MISSIONS: 17
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 78

FREE SGT RUMPF 744 SECRET
Q. QM ARTillery:
(1) MISSIONS: 2908
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 1,618

4) OP SEINE:

X) 2D BDE ROKMC, CONT S&G OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT.
AT 180830H 2D CO APPREHENDED 8 DET VIC (BS620340), AT 191130H 7TH
CO APPREHENDED 8 DET VIC (BS676892), AT 191615H 7TH CO VIC (BS 643
EN) DET BOoby TRAP, 4 ROKMC VIA (MED EVAC), AT 191415H 3D BN
RECO FIRE FROM S&T VC VIC (BS546951), RND FIRE WITH ALL ORGAN-
IC WEAPONS WITH UNK RESULTS, 7 ROKMC KIA, 27 ROKMC WITH (MED EVAC).
AT 181710H 2D CO VIC (MED EVAC) HEL RECO SA FIRE AND WAS FORCED DOWN VIC
(BS546957), 2 USMC VIA (MED EVAC) 2 FLATS PROV SCTY AND HEL WAS
REPAIRED AND FLOWN OUT.

B) QM RESULTS: USMC 2 WIA

ENEMY

11 KIA (CONF)
2 P/W/VC
19 DET
1 RETURNEE/VC
2 WPNs

C) QM HEL SORTIES: 96

BY
SECRET

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20370

17 JUN 67

17 JUN 67

DECLASSIFIED

MESSAGE REPRODUCTION FORM
NAVMC HQ 532-ADH (REV. 12-65)

SECRET

1/2/3/20 OP VIC (YD 584269) OBSR 2 VC VIC (YD 588256), FIRED SA,
1 VC KIA (CONF), 1 VC KIA B/R (PROB).

(C) CUM RESULTS: USMC ENEMY
6 KIA 563 KIA (CONF), 112 WIA 240 KIA (PROB)
6 WIA 5 POW/VC
9 CIVIL DEP
99 INNOCENT PS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE

(C) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 62

(C) CUM HELCIRC

(1) MISSIONS: 17
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 78

(1) MISSIONS: 34
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 2472

(1) OP SEINE

(1) FOLLOW UP TO 181400H CONTACT INVOLVING 3D BN: CHANGE ENEMY

PAGE SIX RUNS MF 834 SECRET
FORCE TO READ VC BN AND CHA QK
QP

KQH"S"B (READ 31 ROKMC KIA,
31 ROKMC WIA, 18 VC KIA (CONF), 25 VC KIA (PROB), 1 RUS RIFLE
1 SMG, 254 RDS SA AMMO, 1 BAYONET AND MISC GEAR CP TO 
ATT 110500H AND MC B/R (CONF), 29 KIA (CONF)

3D BN OBSR 325 VC VIC (BS 55167), CALLED IN ARTY WITH UNK RESULTS.

(B) CUM RESULTS: USMC 2 WIA ENEMY

ROKMC 39 KIA 25 KIA (PROB)
14 WIA 2 POW/VC
19 DET
4 WPNS
1 RETURNEE/VC

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 673

(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 4

(E) CUM HELCIRC

(1) MISSIONS: 12
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 36

(1) MISSIONS: 313
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 46, 367

E: SPECIAL OPS

V
F1

12 03

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C.

MESSAGE REPRODUCTION FORM
NAVMC HQ 532-ADM (REV. 12-65)

DECLASSIFIED

At 121200 H Co K/3 26 Vic (YD 59260), Rtn SA, 1 VC KIA (Conf). At 121450 H Co L/3 26 Vic (YD 55289), 1 USMC WIA (Med Evac). At 121615 H Co L/3 26 Vic (YD 56329), 1 USMC WIA (Med Evac), 1 USMC KIA (Med Evac).

(a) CUM RESULTS: USMC ENEMY

7 KIA
163 KIA (CONF)
114 WIA (ADJ)
241 KIA (PROB)
8 DET
5 PW/VC
9 CIVIL DEF
564 INNOCENT CIV
42 WPNS

(c) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE

(d) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 71

(e) CUM QM:

(f) CUM ARTY:

PAGE 5 OF OFFICE 877 SECRET

(T) MISSIONS: 5,399

(A) AMMO EXPENDED: 18,254

(G) OP SEINE

(a) 20 ROKMC Cont S-D OP IN QUANG NGA1 Prov with light contact. At 121015 H 30 Co Vic (BS 686886) Obsr 2 VC, fired SA, 1 VC KIA (Conf), 1 PW/VC, 2 GRENs and 20 ROS SA Ammo. Cptrd At 121200 H HQ CO 1ST VN Vic (BS 628860) Cptrd 1 PW/VC. At 121300 H 5TH Co Vic (BS 578923) Det Booby Trp 5 ROKMC WIA (Med Evac). At 121500 H 9TH Co Vic (BS 543873) Obsr VC Plat, called in ARMY and A/S W/S NEG RESULTS. At 121805 H 5TH Co Vic (BS 683923) Det Booby Trp 3 ROKMC WIA (Med Evac). At 121740 H 1ST Co Vic (BS 657838) Apprlned 1 DET.

(b) CUM RESULTS: USMC ENEMY

2 WIA
38 KIA (CONF)
7 ROOKMC WIA
25 KIA (PROB)
52 WIA
4 PW/VC
1 RETURNEE/VC

TOTAL WPNS

(5) 172 (43) 985839 841

(c) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 12

DECASSIFIED
SECRET

PAGE TWO RMMF 888 SECRET

B. SPECIAL OPS
(1) COUNTY FAIR
(2) 100,000+ VC
(3) 165730H/120300H JANG7 (WRAP UP)
(2) TAN MY (1) (9992)
(3) 3 CO C/V 1 CRE INF, 2 PLTS CO B AND
DET HAS CO; 2ND SECT, 3RD PLT. 2ND CO C FIRST TK BN; LIGHT SECT
PLAN HAS 2ND CO D 2ND TMS, FIRST SQD SECOND PLT.
(4) 11TH BN, 51ST ARVN REGT; DIEN BAN 11T CADRE.
(5) DESTRUCTION OF VC INFRASTRUCTURE AND FURTHER-
ANCE OF PACIFICATION PROGRAM; ALL OBJECTIVES ATTAINED.
(5) ONE KIA
(6) 5,000
(7) 6 KIA (CONF), 5 PW/VC (2 PREVIOUSLY RPTD AS PW
WERE RECLASSIFIED AS CIT BY CIT), 1 RUSS CARB, 3000 LBS RICE
(8) VARIOUS DOCS.

OF VC VIA VC INTELLIGENCE ASSASS-
(9) 122 REVEALED CPR OF VC GIAI, VC
(10) AGENT ON 1-MAY BY CO 3 INITIATED MEETING OF VC CADRE TO PLUN

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

(2) MISSIONS: 4
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 3,753
(3) OP CHRONICK

A) 4TH MAR DIV SAW OP IN THUA THIEN PROV WITH LIGHT
CONTACT AT 130915H CO R/3/26 PTL VIC (YD63277) RECD 4 RDS
SA FIRE FROM VIC (YD65275), RTND SA AND 3.5" RKT WITH NEG
RESULT. AT 131123H CO 1/3/26 OP VIC (YD52288) OBSR 6 VC VIC
(YD549279), CALLED IN ARTY, 6 VC KIA (PROB), AT 131525H CO H
2/26 PTL VIC (YD497319) OBSR 1 VC VIC (YD4973LN) FIRED SA AND
SEARCHED AREA. WHILE SEARCHING PTL RECD 15 RDS AW FIRE FROM VIC
(YD493151), RTND SA AND SEARCHED AREA, DEST 1 COVERED FIGHTING
HOLE, 1 USMC KIA AT 131526H CO 1/3/26 PTL SWEEPING VIC VIC (YD559
299) RECD SAF FIRE FROM VIC (YD552871), RTND SA WITH NEG
RESULT. 1 USMC KIA (MED EVAC). AT 131915H CO L/3/26 SQD PTL
OBSR 7 VC VIC (YD563181), FIRED SA, 2 VC KIA (PROB).

B) CUM RESULT: USMC ENEMY

  8 KIA
  163 KIA (CONF)
  115 WIA
  249 KIA (PROB)
  1 DET
  5 WIA/VC

PAGE 56 RUMPF 962 SECRE

2 CIVIL DEF

36 INNOCENT CIVS

42 WPNS

C) CUM HEL SORTIES: NONE

D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 74

E) CUM NFS:

F) MISSIONS: 17

G) AMMO EXPENDED: 78

H) CUM ARTY:

I) MISSIONS: 3,648

J) AMMO EXPENDED: 19,257

K) 2D BDE ROKMC CONT SAW OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV WITH
SIGNIFICANT CONTACT AT 130916H 3D CO VIC (BS697667) RECD SA
FIRE, RTND SA. 1 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 131225H 2D CO VIC (BS5724
886) RECD SA FIRE, RTND SA, 1 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 131430H 2D CO
VIC (BS728786) OBRAR AND FIRED SA AT 5 VC, 2 VC KIA (CONF), 2 DET,
50 RDS SA AMMO AND CART BELT CPTRD. AT 131645H 5 VC SURRENDERED
TO HQ 1ST BN VIC (BS757877), AT 130959H 6TH CO VIC (BS761977)
DEST 200 SACKS OF RICE AND 200 SACKS OF CORN. FROM 131208H TO
ST

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380

MESSAGE REPRODUCTION FORM
MAVING W 592-AHM (REV. 12-86)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

SECRET

SECRE\T SECTION TWO OF FULP
131418H 2D BN OSHI. 23 BOATS WITH APPROX 70 VC, CALLED IN ARTY, AVS.
AND FIRED AW. 120 BOATS DEST. 36 VC KIA (CONF). 25 VC KIA (PROB).
AT 131800H VC SURRENDERED TO 2D BN. VIC (BS 624059). AT 131000H
10002 302 VC VIC (BS 555613). CALLED IN ARTY AND AVS. 27 VC KIA
(CONF). 25 VC KIA (PROB). AT 131000H 60 OSHI 260 VC VIC (BS 575787).
CALLED IN ARTY, 13 VC KIA (CONF). 10 VC KIA (PHUG).

PAGE TWO RUNOFF 965 SECRET

(1) CUM RESULTS 1800G:
---
2 KIA
108 KIA (CONF)
86 KIA (CONF)
20 WIA
4 02/VC
22 DNT
4 UFAG
15 RETURN/VC

(2) CUM ALL SORTIES: 1,072
(3) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 24
(4) CUM NSPS
(4) MISSIONS: 12
(2) ANVO EXPENDED: 6
(6) CUM ARTY
(8) MISSIONS: 43
(2) ANVO EXPENDED: 6,608

2. SPECIAL OPS
(1) COUNTY FAULS
(1) CFT FR 9-36
(1) 134450W/CONF
(2) XIAN DISM 12? (AT 884562)

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
SECRET

(1) 2D BDE LONG TERM SED OP IN WARD AREA PROV AT 141800H
WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTACT DURING PD, AT 143600H 3D CO V/C GS
655802G CPTRD 1 PV/VC, AT 141000H 1D CO O/SR AND FIRED SA AT 1 VC
V/C GS 736385, 1 VC KIA (CONF), AT 141200H 3D CO V/C GS 709882
OBSR AND FIRED SA AT 1 VC, 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 141210H 1ST CO
V/C GS 728590 OBSR 20 VC, FIRED SA, AVC, AND 60MM, 7 VC KIA
(CONF). AT 141315H 6TH CO V/C GS 721990 RECEIVED 20G FROM 1 VC;
RTN ED SA, 1 RO/INV VIA MED EVAC, 1 VC KIA (CONF), 1 PACK, 1 CART BAG,
MED SUPPLIES AND GAS MASK CPTRD. AT 141500H 6TH CO V/C GS 724904
OBSR AND FIRED SA AT 1 VC, 1 VC KIA (CONF), 1 CART BAG BAND WATER
CPTRD. DATE ENTR Y AT 131540H V/C GS 6945004 BDE COUNTER
INTELLIGENCE RECOV 2 RETURN V/C DURING PD 40 DET WERE APPRE-
HENDED.

(2) CLM RESULTS: USMC 2 WIA, RO/INV 31 KIA, 55 WIA,
ENEMY 140 KIA (CONF), 55 KIA (PROB), 5 PV/VC, 71 DET, 4 WPNS,
15 RETURN V/C.

(3) CLM HEL SORTIES 1,336

(4) CLM TAG AIR SORTIES: 25

PAGE SIX RMRP 1032 SECRET

(1) MISSION: 34
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 147

(1) MISSION: 584
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 6,879

SPECIAL OPS

(1) COUNTY FAIR
(2) CY FR 9-36
(3) 130900-141600H TERM (WRAP-UP)
(4) TURN DTH (2) CAT 364427

(5) 1/26 2D PLAT A CO, 2D PLAT B CO AND 2D PLAT D CO5 DET
FM BAK PLAT; DET MED SEC; DET 244 PSY WAR IM, DET 117, DET CIV.

(6) TO LOCATE, CAPTURE OR DESTAN EN FORCES AND CONDUCT CIVIC ACTION/
PSY WAR OPS TO FURTHER PACIFICATION PROGRAM AND ASSIST IN REVOLU-
TIONARY DEVELOPMENT. OF WAS VEY SUCCESSFUL IN EXT RAPPORT BETWEEN
ENMIES, CIVI OFFICIALS, AND VILLAGERS. VC INFLUENCE WAS SEPARATED
FM PEOPLE PERIOD OF OP AND CORDIAL AND RECEPTIVE ATMOSPHER;
EXISTED DURING CIVIC-ACTION/PSY OPs ENDEAVORS.

(7) 1 USMC WIA, 1 USMC RGB

14 JN

SECRET